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In June 2016 the first chiral molecule in space was discovered1, this was a vital piece of 

evidence in the origin of homochirality of life, which can provide information on the origin 

of life itself. Analysis of amino acids found on meteorites has shown the same homochirality 

found on earth 2 , suggesting an extraterrestrial cause, possibly due to enrichment by 

astronomical sources of circularly polarised light (CPL). More than 200 years after the 

discovery of optical activity, enantiomer identification remains one of the most challenging 

aspects of analytical science. It requires interaction with another chiral system, such as 

another chiral molecule or CPL. Differences in the real and imaginary refractive indices for 

left and right CPL are very small (0.01%) making measurements of chirality based on optical 

rotation and circular dichroism slow and insensitive. By contrast the phenomenon of 

photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) exhibits very strong (10%) asymmetry in the 

angular distribution of photoelectrons 3 . PECD has recently been demonstrated via 

multiphoton ionization with femtosecond lasers4,5, opening up the possibility of studying 

ultrafast dynamics in chiral molecules for the first time6. We will present a simple but elegant 

instrument for measuring the PECD effect by detecting the ratio of the forward to backward 

emitted electrons. Initial results for some exemplar molecules will be presented and 

compared with results obtained from other groups. As the PECD asymmetry is mainly 

derived from the scattering of the electron wavepacket by the chiral molecular potential, it is 

sensitive to structural changes in the molecule, offering a new parameter to observe ultrafast 

changes of molecular chirality and photoisomerisation. 
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